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Donor # 3941 
Interview Notes 

 
Donor # 3941 has a very upbeat, outgoing and confident personality. He was wearing 
casual athletic clothing and seemed very comfortable in his own skin. He maintained 
good posture during our interview. He had darling dimples on both cheeks, appeared 
very clean cut and well groomed.  His green/hazel eyes were clear and had a hint of a 
sparkle to them. All of his facial features were clearly defined, refined and angular. His 
skin was clear and tanned. Although his appearance was still on the boyish side, the 
answers to his questions matured him. At times his confidence bordered on cockiness. 
He was quite confident of his good looks, even commenting that he was sure any 
recipient offspring would be attractive as well.  
 
Throughout the interview, donor 3941 talked of his commitment to healthy living and 
eating. He seemed very aware of which foods were needed to stay healthy and which to 
avoid. He even talked about how he wished he could eat less processed sugars. Donor 
3941 enjoys many thrill seeking activities, such as skateboarding, BMX bicycling, 
motorcycling, dirt biking, and roller-bladeing. On the other hand he deeply cherishes 
his connection to music, often commenting on his mother’s ‘effortless singing’ and his 
fathers ‘musical brilliance’. He spoke of his delicate ear for music and harmony and his 
hope for any offspring resulting from his donations to be surrounded by music.  
 
Donor 3941 mentioned that he had a difficult time focusing on his homework when he 
was a child. He was never diagnosed with any type of hyperactivity but he did make a 
point to tell us that this was a challenge for him when he was younger. This feeling of 
being “hyper focused” was outgrown as he entered adulthood.  
 
Overall, donor 3941 comes across has a very self confident individual, with an 
enthusiasm for sports, love for music and a determination to succeed.   
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